MK Email Size Limiter
For IBM Notes

Centrally define, manage and enforce powerful
email usage policies

With MK ESL your IBM
Notes users know and
respect the email usage,
rules, volume limits and
quotas you have defined
centrally.
MK ESL does not require
any Notes template
modification.
MK ESL policy controls
are performed on the
workstations.
MK ESL rules take into
account the number of
email recipients including
in groups and nested
groups.
MK ESL is managed
centrally.
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Lack of email usage control most
often results in critical IT resource
waste and Notes administrator time
drain for IBM Notes-using
organizations.
MK Email Size Limiter implements a
new, unique and extremely efficient
way to enforce email usage policies,
by controlling the emails being sent
at the source, at the time the users
press the Send button, without having to first send the non-compliant
emails to the Domino server.
Non-compliant emails are so instantly
blocked before to be sent (a dialog
informing the user about the reasons
of the non-compliance is displayed)
and put back in Edit mode.
More than 30 rules are available
enabling you to create powerful and
efficient email usage policies (as
many as you need) to be allocated to
Notes groups and users.
Here are examples of MK ESL rules
that can be combined into policies:
- Prevent sending emails having a
size over a given limit
- Prevent sending emails for which
<Email Size x Number of
Recipients> exceeds a given limit (including nested groups)
- Prevent sending emails having a
size over a given limit to more than
one recipient
- Define quotas of email sent per
month (in MB), including a Windows
utility displaying the percentage of
quota already consumed in the
Windows task bar system tray
- Prevent sending emails to too many
recipients (including nested groups)
- Define Maximum email sizes based
on recipient addresses or domains
(including nested groups)
- Prevent sending emails to some
recipients or domains (including
nested groups)
- Prevent sending emails containing
attached files of given types
- Automatically set email priority to
low for emails over a given size
- Manage per group database quotas
(on used space or nsf size, on
server and/or local databases)

Each rule can support a soft limit
(warning) and a hard limit
(forbidding the sent of the email)
and can be applied when sending
emails and/or when saving emails.
All MK ESL dialog captions are
customizable.
Policies are managed centrally and
automatically distributed to the
Notes clients.
Detailed MK ESL usage statistics are
made available to the administrator,
enabling to fine-tune the policies.
MK ESL does not require any Notes
template modifications.
A server version of MK ESL using the
same MK ESL admin database is
available to put emails from external
SMTP users and emails sent by nonNotes email clients under control.
The immediate benefits provided by
MK Email Size Limiter are:
- Reduction of email server storage
and network saturation as well as
of the Domino server crashes by
limiting the maximum size of
emails and the maximum size of
emails sent to many recipients.
- Full compliance of your Notes
organization in adhering to the MK
ESL volume policies, with no need
for user education.
- Reduction of Administrator and
user time spent in resolving large
email issues.
- Policies are instantly applied on the
workstations. No need for the
email to be sent to the Domino
server.
MK ESL is an extension to the IBM
Notes Client, versions 5.02b to 9.x.
It is a single DLL file (less than 300
KB), provided in an automatic setup
package for instant deployment. It
has both an incredibly low memory
and resource footprint.
MK ESL is a product of MK
Net.Work, the vendor of the global
leading ZipMail family of
compression solutions. For more
information on MK ESL, ZipMail and
other Notes optimization software
offered:
www.mknetwork.com

